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INTRO

Suncoco is the astounding result of designer De Vries and 
builder Lowland. This clean,  Dutch built trawler yacht has 
many attractive features: an excellent layout, fine joinerwork, 
economical long range capability, and exceptional seakeeping 
characteristics. A sound and settled journey is ensured on 
this yacht, with plenty of room on board for your in-door and 
out-door entertainment.



Suncoco has an abundance of private cozy areas to enjoy, 
relax dine and entertain. Her top deck provides a casual area 
with a sun bed and Jacuzzi, while the boat deck has a coved 
dining set up with port side seating. The aft deck offers the 
classic formal entertaining area complete with dining, leading 
into the lightly toned salon.

EXTERIOR







The interior is excellently built in the renowned Dutch elegant 
style. The woodwork is in teak satin varnished with exemption 
for the owners cabin that is in mahogany.

The teak paneled spacious salon has glass doors which open 
to the aft deck and a large dining area at the forward end.

INTERIOR





Suncoco features a 4 stateroom cabin arrangement; one 
master cabin with double bed, sofa and walk-in wardrobe, 
one VIP cabin aft with double bed and sofa, one cabin with 
double bed and one aft cabin with twin beds, all with en-suite 
facilities.

CABINS



VIP CABIN



DOUBLE GUEST CABIN



TWIN GUEST CABIN



The sky lounge is a private comfortable area for drinks with 
friends on the cosy sofa and leather chair. Manual stainless 
steel / glass sliding doors provide wide access and visibility to 
the spacious boat deck.

SKY LOUNGE



Brand:     Lowland 3150
Design:     W. de Vries Lentsch
Yard:      Lowland
Year:      1992
Refit:      2016
Hull:      Steel
Superstructure:  Aluminium
Length:     31,39 m.
Beam:     7,33 m.
Draft:      2,40 m.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Engines:    2 x 503 Hp. Caterpillar
Max speed:   12 knots
Cruising speed:  11 knots
Range:     2000 Nm

ACCOMODATIONS
Guests:     8 berths in 4 cabins
Crew:     6 berths in 3 cabins

SPECIFICATIONS

Information is provided for general information only. We can’t guarantee the correctness of given information or be liable for any 
inaccuracy or warrant the condition of the yacht. All dimensions, capacities, speeds etc. are approximate. All information given is 
subject to fair, wear and tear. We recommend clients to have the yacht, specifications and information thoroughly checked and 
surveyed for accuracy by an independent qualified marine surveyor and purchase only subject to satisfactory survey and sea 
trial. Yachts are offered subject to still being for sale. We reserve the right to change specifications, price etc. without prior notice.  



CONTACT DETAILS

 T: +31 294 261264
 E: info@yachts.nl
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